karnika pathak deepawali.co.in

submitted on 05 January 2014

i am the fan of 90's tv shows
your site is giving me my old memories.....
http://www.deepawali.co.in/tag/humlog/
this site has some more data in hindi

bobbysing

submitted on 14 January 2014

The pleasure is all mine Karnika Pathak and thanks a lot for sharing this valuable link with all friends here too.
I am sure all the like minded friends would love reading it.
Keep Visiting and Writing in.
Cheers!

Deepak Chaudhari

submitted on 07 January 2014

Hi,
I have searching DD nation Serial story include serial hero iron electric shock & get power his body.
Please search serial name.
From,
Deepak Chaudhari
Jalgaon

bobbysing

submitted on 14 January 2014

Hi Deepak,
Thanks for writing in but as I dont exactly rememeber the serial's name, I hope any friend here would come up with the name in
the reply comments soon.
So lets see if we get its name in the next few weeks hopefully.
Keep Visiting,
Cheers!

prakash bhatia

submitted on 12 January 2014

Hi Bobbyji,
I would like to add that home video of historical serial Bahadurshah Zafar is now available and can be had at Crossword.
Prakash Bhatia

bobbysing

submitted on 14 January 2014

Thanks Prakash Bhatia Ji for this valuable information and I will soon update the article in few hours only.
Cheers!

sinny

submitted on 24 January 2014

Hello sir,
I am searching serial Aarohan if u have then upload this serial.
Thnx in advance

bobbysing

submitted on 27 January 2014

Dear Sinny,
Thanks for writing in but actually I am not uploading any video here and this is only a post where we share various links and
availability of those golden serials of the past with all friends.
And since I don't have any info about the serial so lets see if any friend here can come up with any link of AROHAN in the reply

comments.
Cheers!

submitted on 27 January 2014

sarabpreet

Hi friends i am looking for any information on "PACHPAN KHAMBE LAAL DEEWAREN" mitha vashisht is a college proof and
aman verma is the younger guy she falls in love with. i think it was shot in hindu college. any help will be nice. Its good to find
you all.cheers

submitted on 27 January 2014

bobbysing

Hi Sarabpreet,
Thanks for writing in but since till now we don't have any particular link or info of this serial, so we would have to wait till any
friend here comes up with the same in his or her reply comment.
So hope is the only thing we have regarding seeing these golden serials of the past once again and Lets see!
Keep Visiting.
Cheers!

submitted on 28 January 2014

PDG

YOU MISSED OUT STONE BOY, HUM PANCHI EK DAL KE, DOOSRA KEVAL, APPU AUR PAPPU, MAHABHARAT,
AADALAT, CHUNAUTI, BANTE BIGADTE, YE JO HAI ZINDAGI AND MANY MORE

submitted on 29 January 2014

bobbysing

Dear PDG,
Actually a lot has been posted already and many interesting info has been shared by many friends in more than 600 comments
on this post earlier which have duly documented in PDF files for your kind access.
So if you really wish to know about those valuable comments then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the
link given at the bottom of the post and have a good time.

And in case you are just intersted in recalling the names then you can easily visit the Wikipedia page at the link below and go
through all the names already listed there.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programs_broadcast_by_DD_National
Cheers!

Srinivas na

submitted on 31 January 2014

Hi,
In 90's I used to watch a serial and I do not remember the name, can you please help me to get it.....
The serial is about a metal ball which comes from a different place or planet and makes all nuisance and troubles the people in
that area.
I could remember the scenes where it rings the bell of a person and then hides and that person keeps shouting who rang the
bell.
The next scene I remember is that It goes to a supermarket and eats all the stuff in the packets and ..........others

bobbysing

Hi Srinivas,
I hope we would get the name of the serial soon in the reply comments.

submitted on 17 February 2014

Cheers!

SAWAN KUMAR

submitted on 10 February 2014

Hi Bobby
I watched a serial titled "Natkhat Rani" in my childhood. I want the link if you could provide me Or i could buy the DVD if
Doordarshan Archive allow it.
Another Korean serial titled "Ghar ka Chirag". I'm a die heart fan of this serial. Please tell me from where i could buy its DVDs.
Please reply.

bobbysing

submitted on 17 February 2014

Hi Sawan Kumar, Bobby
At this moment very few of those old serials are available online or on DVD and there are very few chances of them getting
released soon in any case.
So all we can do is hope and wait that someone uploads them personally on Youtube.
Cheers!

sheela

submitted on 21 February 2014

hii,
iam kiran from Hyderabad, I really loved those days of of doordarshan,espically ,I loved sigma ,indradhanush and also
afternoon prgrames hosted by two ladies and tarram too,well the list is ever ending ,but thank you so much to you for making
things possible here,pls bring back the Golden golden period in a channel form ,we will stick to that one only ,because those
were the happiest days of my life.
Thank you so much once again and pls if possible make the above serials available on a channel or dvd form

bobbysing

submitted on 28 February 2014

Hi Kiran,
Thanks for joining in and sharing your views on those good old golden days.
But if you really wish to read more about the serials and many valuable links then do go through more than 500 comments
compiled in PDF files shared above (download link available below the post), and have a great journey back in time.
Cheers!

anurag upadhyay anuragmit20@gmail.com

submitted on 21 February 2014

any body have the dvd or in hdd the serial TARRAM TU if any body have this serial please contact me . plz

bobbysing

submitted on 28 February 2014

Dear Anurag,
Sadly I dont think so that it has been released on DVD or anyone has that in any form.
But still lets see if any friend here responds positively.
Cheers!

Sachin Srivastava

submitted on 27 February 2014

Hi ,
I think you missed a very important TV Serial, which probably is the first one to be telecast on National Network.
This was a comedy series and its name is DADI MAA JAGI
Also, I am from Knapur and as a Kid I watched an unforgettable TV serial on lucknow doorsan network. Its name is BIWI
NATIYON WALI.
Hopefully You will include them in your list.
Thanks,
Sachin

bobbysing

submitted on 10 March 2014

Hi Sachin, ,
All these names and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post.
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the
post and have a good time.
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising
links and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try and have a great time.
Cheers!

Rahul Sen

submitted on 01 March 2014

Hello Sir,
Thank you so much for taking us on a trip down the memory lane. Really, those were the days!
I would also like to mention The Stone Boy. This was probably a short film shown as a serial in the early 90s. I used to love it.
Thanks,
Rahul

bobbysing

submitted on 10 March 2014

Dear Rahul,
Thanks for writing in and the pleasure is really mine.
However akk these names and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post.
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the
post and have a good time.
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising
links and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try and have a great time.
Cheers!

Visakh M

submitted on 01 March 2014

Sir,
During my child hood in early 1990s i used to watch a serial;where the son of a dead postman finds some letters from his
fathers which were never delivered;They included letters written many years back.And the son decides to deliver them;Each
episode is divided for each letter and the confusion and drama created by the untimely delivery of the same.In the climax
episode he gets a letter belonging to his own family and gets in trouble and tragedy and in the end realizing the mistake of
delivery letters as much as 25 years old he burns the rest of the letters.This one is one of the most powerful and emotional
serials ever aired on Doordarshan.Can anyone tell its name and other details.Please

bobbysing

submitted on 10 March 2014

Dear Visakh,
Yes as you have mentioned, the same serial has been discussed here in the comments before too by some friends.
But for that you would have to go through more than 600 comments in the Collective Comments PDF files available for
download from the link given at the bottom of the post.

In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from all like minded friends in the last few years, including many
surprising links and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try and have a great time.
Cheers!

Vinayak S

submitted on 04 March 2014

There was one serial i don't remember name and the year but story was something like this- one boy who found one magic
jacket after wearing that jacket whenever he check his pocket he gets Rs.5 coin. It was really interesting story of my childhood if
u know the name please tell me and where i can get it.

bobbysing

submitted on 10 March 2014

Dear Vinayak,
Thanks for writing in and since I dont have the name of the serial mentioned too, So I hope any friend reading this gives us the
name soon in the reply comments.
Cheers!

Abir Jashu

submitted on 07 March 2014

Any one tell me.... about hawaye serial... its about ghost (JIN)... love a human. all about.. i don't find it any where... i even dont
find the name...

bobbysing

submitted on 27 March 2014

Hi Abir Jashu,
Thanks for writing in and I hope we soon get any info in this serial in the reply comments soon.
Cheers!

Tanvi Singh

submitted on 08 March 2014

Hi,
I am looking for one serial i am not able to recall. some Korean or Japanese used to be telecast on DD on Sunday mornings in
early 90s. It was related to magic or superpowers..i was very young probably 3-4 years old. If you have any idea please let me
know. or you have list of such kind of series plz let me know.

bobbysing

submitted on 27 March 2014

Hi Tavni Singh,
Though here we are not listing each and every serial, still lets see if any friend can come up with the info on the same soon.
Cheers!

RAHUL ARYA

submitted on 08 March 2014

Thank you DD for making my childhood Sunday`s great actually i was a kid during 90`s and still remember the jungle book
,danasur ,potli baba ki all the kids show
Many many thank you
Thanks a lot.
GOD BLESS YOU

bobbysing

submitted on 27 March 2014

Thanks Rahul Arya for visiting and writing in your view too.
Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

Saurabh S.

submitted on 19 March 2014

Hi,
Gr8 to have some old memories revisited through this wonderful site. Good work Bobby! I believe the nostalgic memories which
our generation has about having watched the good old DD, the new generation can never have with all the bombardment of
channels and their (often low quality) software. One more remarkable thing I would like to mention.
For most of the old DD serials, we can even remember the title track which takes us back to those times, be it Chandrakanta
(sung by Sonu Nigam), Mr.Yogi, Junoon (by Vinod Rathod), Swabhimaan (by Sunita Rao), Trishna (instrumental), Kiley ka
Rahasya ( the 'Abhishapt Kila' song!), etc., etc. Today either the title tracks are not made or there is no time to air them, which
is rather unfortunate, because the viewers actually get emotionally involved with the serial more when they identify it with a
track.
Also, I would like to mention the serial 'Spiderman' (dubbed) which used to come on Sat afternoons and another serial (the
name I forget) in which the main character was known as 'Chiman Rao' (even the title of that serial ran something like 'Aaye
Chiman Rao'). There was also a dubbed version of the English Novel 'Jane Eyre' which used to be aired (if I remember
correctly) on alternate Saturday mornings. Sat evenings were also devoted to the splendid 'Show Theme' (who can forget the
ever smiling Tabassum!). On Sundays, before the evening movie, Sridevi used to come onscreen with her 'Seema' lights! I
believe even 'Stone Boy' used to be aired half an hour before the Sunday movie (was the name of that 'Boy' Ashish, if i
remember correctly?)
'
Fairy Tale Theatre' was another programme which we really used to enjoy as children. Then there was 'Faster Fene' (a boy
detective!)

bobbysing

submitted on 27 March 2014

Hi Saurabh S.
Thanks for writing in and appreciating the work here and yes you are very right about the Title Songs which are not to be found
anywhere too in that high quality form and melody.
However if you are interested to read more then there are more than 600 comments in the Collective Comments PDF files
available for download from the link given at the bottom of the post. And there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from
all like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising links and information to share, which is not available in
the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try and have a great time.
Cheers!

Ishita Sen

submitted on 20 March 2014

Hi There!
Thanks for providing us almost all the nostalgic names of Dooradarshan serials. But I think that your list does not contain the
famous serial Yatra by Shyam Benegal.
Anyways, thanks once again for providing the list
Regards

bobbysing

submitted on 27 March 2014

Hi Ishita,
Thanks for writing in but actually we have not added each and every serial in this list, so if you wish to read more on this subject
then there are more than 600 comments in the Collective Comments PDF files available for download from the link given at the
bottom of the post.
And there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from all like minded friends in the last few years, including all the names,
many surprising links and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try and have a great time.
Cheers!

sanjay

submitted on 02 April 2014

Hi, Great list and very nostalgic too.
Really enjoyed reading all the old serial names and brought back loads of memories.
Any idea where i can get all episodes of HUM LOG.
Been lookingÂ´out for this since a long time.
Sanjay

bobbysing

submitted on 03 April 2014

Thanks for writing in Sanjay and you can watch first episode of HUM LOG at the following link :
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKjXsB0YUjo
However the remaining episodes are still not uploaded here and you will have to chek this channel regularly or subscribe it for
their updates.
Keep Visiting.
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

ROHIT

submitted on 09 April 2014

Hi,
I'm looking to buy dvd of ghar ka chirag serial will you please tell me how i could i get it.
M.no-9041238299

bobbysing

submitted on 09 April 2014

Dear Rohit,
I cannot recall the serial in the 80s and if its a more recent one then I havent seen it really so cannot help. But may be any
friend here comes up with some info in the reply comments soon.
Cheers!

Sameer

submitted on 19 April 2014

Hi,
I am looking for Sea Hawks, Captain Vyom and Aarohan.

bobbysing

submitted on 23 April 2014

Dear Sameer,
You can only find few clips of the same at youtube and nowhere else at this moment as per my info.
Cheers!

Ravikiran

submitted on 02 May 2014

Hi..
Does anyone remember a serial called SANSMARAN.?
It was about a old couple going to USA to meet their son & daughter-in-law.

bobbysing

submitted on 15 May 2014

Thanks for writing in Ravikiran, but since I have no info about the serial frankly, so lets see if any friend can update on this
soon.

Keep Visiting
Cheers!

Saawan

submitted on 08 May 2014

Hi,
Sir i want to seen yeh hawayein serial songs & view episode... but this is not available at any website... so what can i do.. plz
reply.

bobbysing

submitted on 15 May 2014

Hi Saawan,
Thanks for writing in and lets see if any friend here can come with some info of the serial's availability.
So keep visiting for the updates.
Cheers!

Ashok Das

submitted on 10 May 2014

Koi louta de mere beete huye din.....
Dear 80's viewer,
still remembering all these un-forggon days,
Chitrahaar- wed, Fri 8pm
Ye jo he jindegi - Friday evening ""30years ka experience""
Rajni - sunday
Ramayan - sunday
then Mahabhaat- sunday
Vikram Vetal- sunday afternoon
Show theme- sunday moning
Giant Robot - Tuesday night etc etc...
Evergreen advertisement
Washing Powder Nirma
Strepsil
Hero majestic moped etc etc..
Thanks bobby for your great work... Thanks..

Koi louta de mere beete huye din.....

bobbysing

submitted on 15 May 2014

The pleasure is really mine Ashok Das and I hope you would love reading many more articles at the site in its various sections.
Keep Visiting and Writing in,
Cheers!
HIS BLESSINGS

dd

submitted on 14 May 2014

you have missed bibi natiyo wali hain...

bobbysing

submitted on 15 May 2014

Dear DD,
'Bibi Natiyon Wali'and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post.
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the
post and have a good time.

In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from all like minded friends in the last few years, including many
surprising links and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form.
So do give it a try, have a great time and keep visiting.
Cheers!

praveen

submitted on 17 May 2014

can I get CDs of directors cut show...!

bobbysing

submitted on 01 June 2014

Dear Praveen,
As per the current scenario they are not going to release its DVDs but may be the content gets uploaded on Youtube officially
in the coming months. So all we can check is Youtube at the production house's or channel's official link.
Cheers!

Dr gururaj kulkarni

submitted on 28 May 2014

Hi bobbyji . I think the eighties were the golden era of hindi serials with much realistic and related to our day to day life.I can stil
remember watching Barrister vinod,Gul gulshan gulfam,fauji,kile ka rahasya ,karamchand,faster fenne,giant robot and many
more.I think the whattsup generation should have a look at these serials.

bobbysing

submitted on 01 June 2014

Thanks for visiting and writing in Dr. Gururaj Kulkarni Ji,
I also really wish the current generation gets to see all those fabulous serials and thoughtful works.
But the one big problem faced by all today is a big lack of time and a lots available to do on their pending list.
Still I do hope they all find time somehow and try a few.
Keep Visiting
Cheer!
HIS BLESSINGS

